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1. Abstract
“Food Order and Analysis” is an interesting and one stop platform to know about the frequently ordered and most acclaimed food around us. This will be done using interactive representation. This project is all about using Data Analysis methods to analyse the data. This project conveys the useful findings about most famous cuisines and food interests of an individual as well as group of people by analyzing the history of the food ordered. Many different food websites, food bloggers, hotels and restaurants can take advantage of this project. This will help them in expanding their business on the basis of the outcomes of this project. Intention behind this project is spreading more and more of hidden secrets and conclusions of the most common food related happenings around us from decades. This project will help anyone to open and grow its business related to restaurants in any part of the country as it analyses the data state wise, it can also be useful if we want to create new fusion dishes.

2. Introduction
Data mining is that part of data science in which we use our data to collect some useful information from it. This can also be termed as turning the undistributed data into some kind of useful information.

Our project is also using the concept of Data Visualization in which we are drawing out different types of graphs, histograms, etc to draw out beautiful information in a very interactive and interesting form.

Data visualization allows someone to easily understand the result from a data set which is very complex to understand. It creates a very clear understanding between the user and the consumer.

2. Literature Survey
Hessah review system (sentiment analysis) is used to differentiate between good and worst restaurant by checking people reviews and dividing into good or bad review, mobile based app, users phone location for accuracy to find nearby restaurant, they also uses image to show food quality. Arabic language support available. Sentiment analysis can be expanded to different languages.
Recommendation based on Customer Preference.

DitditNugeraha uses fuzzy-logic and bubble-sort for restaurant recommendation, three selected parameters; interest, location, and rating. Adding more parameters (budget), expanding to different countries as for now only available in Indonesia.

VindyaLiyanage tries to address the deficiencies such as long waiting time, menu discrepancies etc and provides accurate services to customer. The concept is implemented as a mobile application using latest IT concepts such as Business Intelligence, Data Mining, Predictive Analysis and Artificial Intelligence. Unique food recommendation and it’s order for each customer is generated by analyzing their social media information.

3 Research Gap

The above-mentioned papers and after going through some others papers as well, literature review showed that there are numerous research papers having similar independent feature set. Some of the papers only used complex situations for determining the various conclusions and all the conclusions drawn were very general. So it is important for us that we create a project which is person or business specific. The food quality should also play an impact role in determining our conclusions and then applying different algorithms will be helpful.

Research Question

The question will be answered by the end:
1. Type of food combinations work?
2. Type of people like which kind of food?
3. Does the pricing of food impacts the no of times that combination being used?
4. Specific food consumed in any area specific for that certain combination?
5. Does the business owner setup his/her business based on food combinations?

Objective of Study

The objectives of study:
1. To create a system that can identify and suggest restaurants food items they can create and sell
2. To explore and compare the best dishes that are being sold in that particular region
3. To give restaurants the edge over other and make their own speciality by create interesting menu
4. To help someone establish a business on the basis of food combinations, pricing for two and many features

7 Collection of Sample

Required dataset was searched on different websites which provide authentic data like google dataset, kaggle. After collecting the sample data set we cleaned the data set and then basically applied simple data visualization techniques to get the result. Upon finalizing the source, we looked for discrepancies in the dataset. They were further resolved to make the dataset suitable for model training. At last different models were used and comparison was made between them to arrive at final mode.
8. **Methodology and Definition of Variables**

In our first phase of project, we collected information from different websites which are famous for datasets, namely google dataset, kaggle, uci machine learning repo etc. Upon finalizing the source, we looked for discrepancies in the dataset. They were further resolved to make the dataset suitable for model training. At last different models were used and comparison was made between them to arrive at final model.

1. Data Collection
2. Data visualization
3. Data selection
4. Data preprocessing
5. Data transformation
6. Modeling
7. Model evaluation and testing

The different data features were having different scales. For example, food order data was provided to us for around 21 countries and out of that we only choose 1 for simplicity of our project. To bring them to a comparable scale standard scaler was used. During this stage, we tried to create as many as possible graph to check and verify the most accurate predictions and to get better performance result. We used three different graphs namely barplot, scatterplot, and heat map. After comparison scatterplot was selected as it produces the most accurate mean and performance. Cross validation was also used in some cases were results showed overfitting. This stage covers putting model into use. Once our model was finalized, we use jupyter notebook to extract the model and then use it with ease.

8. **Model Deployment**

For this project dataset collection was not easy as only one dataset was present over the internet which had many missing values. Thus, we were left with only option to collect and organize the data from different countries. So, we used the Zomato dataset present on Kaggle for this purpose. We used ‘The more, the better’ approach and collected data over a range of five years. We visualized the data to look for noise, missing values, dependency, range of values of a particular feature. Visualization was performed for only certain features. After we had collected all the information, we had to filter them. After going through various research papers, we filtered out 8 features from 21 features to begin with our project. Correlation matrix and heatmap was used to visualize and carefully pick the most responsible features. Preprocessing was done to convert the raw data so that it fits into the machine. Structured and clean data was made to get more precise results by applying data visualization techniques.
Data Columns

```python
data.columns
Index(['Restaurant ID', 'Restaurant Name', 'Country Code', 'City', 'Address:
  'Locality', 'Locality Verbose', 'Longitude', 'Latitude', 'Cuisines',
  'Average Cost for two', 'Currency', 'Has Table booking',
  'Has delivery', 'Is delivering now', 'Switch to order menu',
  'Price range', 'Aggregate rating', 'Rating color', 'Rating text',
  'Votes'],
dtype='object')
```

HeatMap

```python
In [19]: plt.figure(figsize=(8, 8))
   ...: ax = sns.heatmap(corr, annot=True)
   ...: plt.title("HeatMap for India's Dataset")
   ...:
Out[19]: Text(0.5, 1.0, "HeatMap for India's Dataset")
```

Average cost

```python
plt.figure(figsize(1, 1))
   ...: ax = sns.scatterplot(x="Average Cost for two", y="Cuisines", data=data)
   ...: ax.set_title('Scatter plot to show the average cost for two per cuisine')
```

9 Steps of Analysis:
Following steps were followed in sequential manner in order to get the desired results which we were looking for:

1. After collecting the data, the first step was to analyze the data and filter out all the unnecessary features present in the dataset. The filtering was done after going through different research papers to know the meaning and importance of different features.
2. Different steps were followed to preprocess the data and make it suitable for model training.
3. Variables other than the desired country was removed.
4. Any kind of null values was removed and it was cleaned on the basis of negative or similar value
5. The first process in data cleaning was to remove the anomalies and missing values present in data. We used is null function to get the count of null values in a column.

6. Mean of the column was used to fill or replace the null values in each column where there were null values.

7. Datatype of each column was changed to numeric to allow different methods from NumPy and other modules to work on them.

8. After the previous steps, we sorted the data set in the required way.

9. Since the features had values of a very wide range it was required to bring them to a similar scale.

10. After completion of data cleaning and preprocessing different regression algorithms were tried on the training data.

11 Findings of Study

- There are different types of research which had been done before we started our project, but the complexities of such projects and papers was very high. So we thought of making a project which is business specific and food specific, which would allow someone to strategize according to the specific need.

- Rather than using complex algorithms which were already used in earlier projects, we used simple data mining and data visualization techniques to get the desired results.

- We used different constraints (Budget, Location) and applied on the data set to bring out the result such as the most famous food for the area, best combinations, most consumed food, best average priced restaurants etc.

- According to different research papers there were many features which were highly responsible for Food analysis but the data corresponding to those features were mostly null or irrelevant.

11 Research Limitations

- Some features which seemed to be important after going through research papers had to be skipped because the dataset contained mostly null values for those features.

- Our project has a limitation that it can not be generalized and applied to all parts of country, rather it has specific usage for specific business.

- It uses simple mechanism so it may not perform brilliantly in complex situation. Many enhancements can be applied to this project and we could identify the specific dish which could not be found by our project.

- Finding the specific dish would have been ideal, but it is limitation for our project.

12 Future Research Opportunities

- For now we can predict the cost for two person only if we know the values of input features but we will try to make a model which would give us some approximate value for every input feature.

- For countries having many sub provinces we will try to forecast the most sold food product of such individual states and provinces.

- Currently we only calculate the cost for 2 but later on we will try to calculate the best food item of a region in every state or provinces.

13 Practical Implications

Our project has a practical application in real life. For someone looking for setting up a business in an area where there is a lot of competition, specially in restaurants, then it is very important for the businesses to have something new and modern approach to succeed in such situations, so our projects allows you to set up food combinations based on the study which is very scientific and logical. You should just see and
visualize and easily understand how our bar graphs and scatter plot gives different conclusions. The project will also allow someone to explore the hidden secrets and food related happening which occur and gets unnoticed.

14 Conclusion

After completing all the steps, we are now in a position to answer the research questions. There are different types of research which had been done before we started our project, but the complexities of such projects and papers was very high. So we thought of making a project which is business specific and food specific, which would allow someone to strategize according to the specific need. Rather than using complex algorithms which were already used in earlier projects, we used simple data mining and data visualization techniques to get the desired results. It is evident from the graphs that different constrains must be used to find the best dish for two person. The constrains that were used are budget, location and review. In our analysis we got to know about twenty-one features, eight out of them were mainly responsible for our analysis. We can make the use of this study to predict the best food item for two of a region once we know the values of all the independent features. The last thing we wanted to do was to get the best option or combination of food for two people and we have successfully achieved our target. The model has been carefully trained to obtain a very high accuracy by removing all null values. Upon plotting and analyzing we found that the actual line almost coincided with the predicted plot. So, this estimation can be well used for the prediction.
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